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NYC Metro Intergroup Meeting Minutes | March 10, 2016 
 
Meeting is called to order at 6:45p, and we begin with the serenity prayer. Reps go around the 
room and introduce themselves. The chair reads the 3rd tradition. 
 
There were: 
17… voting members  
4… board members 
 
A quorum is established. 
 
PENDING BUSINESS 
 
#1: Pending Biz 1 –  

• Region 6 reps attending this year: Andrea, Scott, Jeff, Lauren, Kate, Mollie, Adam and 
Alyssa. All of whom completed registration and meet requirements. Someone new 
expressed interest so the requirements were read. No one additional meet the 
requirements. Andrea asked that Barbara elaborate on the position, which she did. Jeff 
asked that we vote to waive the qualifications so that JP can attend if he wants to. After 
the reps voted to waive the requirements, Barbara appointed JP as a rep!  

• Due to Jayki’s work schedule, she is unable to always attend the meeting to be recording 
secretary, so it was asked if there is anyone available to cover her when she can’t attend. 
No one volunteered at this time. 

• Barbara suggested the group give her feedback about the chair set-up, whether its 
preferred they be in a circle or in rows. Kate suggested long rows with the board table 
facing the door. Marcia seconds that motion. Andy likes the setup currently and doesn’t 
want to change, he thinks this format is more conducive to getting business done. A vote 
is being made on how we set up the room – vertical, horizontal and circular. Horizontal 
format wins. Barbara asked the TRS representative to make this set-up change for the 
next meeting. 

• Overview of the Election process. Nominations in April and again in May with elections 
in May as well. Term begins 7/1. Marcia asks if we can send out an email to past chairs 
to inform them that elections are happening next month so that we can potentially get a 
greater presence in the rooms. Adam might have the archived lists or Evan or Rita. They 
will both be contacted regarding the lists. Barbara goes through the qualifications for 
officers and standing committees. All candidates must be present for elections or provide 
a written statement of why they would like to serve. Devyn really needs someone to take 
his position on. Eddie asks what the special events chair responsibilities are. Lauren 
responded.  

• There was a misprinted event flyer which can’t be distributed. It is requested that people 
take the event flyers and announce the events at meetings. Lauren is proposing we re-
send the flyer to Tony and it begins being distributed. Scott also proposed it be posted on 
the website for people to check out. A corrected flyer will be presented for the April 
meeting and Mollie will be sending updated correct copies to the reps.  
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NEW BUSINESS 
 
#1: New Biz  
Barbara received an email regarding a 6th tradition violation about someone who has been 
campaigning for a candidate in the upcoming elections, asking for contributions and recruiting 
voting members for her candidate. Barbara consulted the Region 6 Trustee, asking for guidance 
and the issue will be opened for new business among the voting members. This induvial is The 
following traditions should be pointed out: Tradition 5, 6, 10. We are asked to express these 
traditions and concerns to the meetings we represent and attend, asking the meeting to remember 
our focus on Recovery rather than outside issues. Jeff asks what happens when this person comes 
in and violates the traditions, how do we handle this individual? Barbara says there is nothing we 
can really do since each meeting is autonomous. Eddie believes it should be the leader of the 
meetings responsibility who should cut the individual off and remind them that outside issues 
shouldn’t be spoken about. Andrea says that anytime a member is upsetting the meeting, they 
can be asked to leave to protect the sanctity of the meetings. Andy believes that IG can contact 
the meeting leader or for IG to authorize someone to attend that meeting and make the traditions 
more clear to the group. We, as IG reps, need to support this individual. Kate proposes we draft a 
statement to be read during the meeting as the word of IG. Barbara is going to speak with the 
author of the email this weekend. Barbara also proposes we put a notice up on the website about 
the 6th tradition, thinks it is a good idea to bring up such breaks in tradition  at meetings but not 
to mention specifics, only a general reminder of tradition. Barbara proposes that in this 
contentious election, we be remind fellows that it is inappropriate to iscuss outside ssues at OA 
meetings.  A specific notice will be created. Lauren adds that it is the leader’s responsibility to 
bring up if someone crosstalk or breaks a tradition. G can take a vote next month to determine 
whether additional action needs to be taken.   

 
 
#2: Suggested that we change location of the IG meetings so that it is more accessible to people 
all over the city thinking it would change the attendance. Lauren found that there is a space 
available at Hudson Guild 441 w. 26th we can use. We have paid rent on to the current space 
until May so we wouldn’t be able to go until then. Over the year the Hudson Guild  meeting 
room would be a $360 savings compared to this room. The floor is opened to discussion. Eddie 
is in favor because of the parking and the savings. Barbara doesn’t think it’s easier for those on 
the UES. Jeff brings up the fact that our current space is the most convenient location for public 
transportation. Lauren shares that of the survey results, 30% of people mentioned they didn’t 
attend because of the location. Andrea brings up that we don’t know for sure that location has 
anything to do with attendance. Maryann brings up that it isn’t that easy to park there. JP thinks 
we would lose many more members if we moved to HG. Marcia brings up that moving from E. 
32nd St. to this building lost people, she brings up that many people attend meetings at HG 
because we have been talking about changing the space for many months. Since we can’t move 
from here until June, a motion is made to table the vote, movement made to take a vote tonight. 
Alyssa brings up that we hear the survey results so we can accurately take the data and 
incorporate that into the vote. Motion doesn’t pass to table this issue. Motion is made to hear the 
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survey results which states that location isn’t a reason people don’t return to this room. Lauren 
makes a motion to move the meeting to HG in June, decision is tied, chair breaks the tie and we 
will not be moving. Meeting will remain at Exchange Place. 
 
#3: Marcia bring up the My 1ast workshop [sexuality] flyer, noting that after the next IG meeting 
there will be limited time to promote it, only ten days, asks that we waive the logo requirement 
and use the flyer. Jeff doesn’t know if its legal to do so, the reason for the logo is a legal issue. 
Alyssa says the corrected flyers can be out shortly.  
 
#4: Andrea brings up that we had budgeted for 2 delegates to attend the WSBC and Scott was 
voted in as the alternate. Andrea wanted clarification and we did vote for 3 delegates to attend.  
 
#5: Tradition and concept will be discussed next month in the beginning of the meetings going 
forth.  
 
 
COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 

1. Vice Chair's Report / Marcia:  
 

 
2. Treasury/Finance Report / Erin:  
Kate wants to know why her group hasn’t been contributing to IG and will email Erin to clarify. 
Barbara says that since no one possibly has the check in her recent collected the mail for a couple 
of months—Barbara picked it up in February--it is possible that the check has not yet been 
entered in the latest financial report. 
 
3. Corresponding Sec'y / Mollie: None 
 
4. Archives Committee / Adam: 
 
5. By-Laws Committee / Jeff: None 
 
6. Outreach Committee / Marcia:  
 
7. Publications Committee / Ansley:  
 
8. Retreat Committee / Elizabeth:  
 
9. Special Events Committee / Lauren: 
 
10. Ad Hoc Committee/Lauren:  
 
11. 12th Step Within Committee / Ellen:   
 
12. Web Committee / Devyn:  
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WRAPPING UP 
ANNOUNCEMENTS -  
World Service meeting 9/1-9/4 in Boston  

Please remember to inform groups about violations of the 6th traditions 	  


